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Mike Moloney moved from Australia to Belfast in 1981. He quickly established himself within the Community Arts 
Sector volunteering in east Belfast with VSB, starting Belfast Community Circus with Donal McKendry and teaching 
at Rupert Stanley College.

He became Drama Specialist for Northern Irish Prisons in 1992-93, and was appointed development Officer of the 
Prison Arts Foundation in 1997. He is currently the Director of the Prison Arts Foundation.

Prison Arts Foundation has a simple strap-line – Art is a medium for change – Prison is just a venue. 

… prisoners don’t do Hogarth; they don’t satirise the world of prison, though it is ripe for satire, like
the great English painter satirised the eighteenth century English world in which he lived …

They don’t do rainy days either. Nor do they do self portraits of themselves in a state of
unrequited love.

They lean towards half remembered sunsets, sunshine on idyllic country cottages or the exaggerated
proportions of lovers, real or imagined … [Michael Diamond] 1

Prison Art

It is important to note at the outset that: (a) people in prison will engage in anything, including the arts, to pass 
the time; (b) the statistics will show that up to 70 percent of our current serving prisoners are below Key Stage 1 
in Literacy and this hasn’t altered significantly throughout the Troubles; (c) that writing and visual art in the form 
of drawing have consistently been the mainstay of the work produced because the necessary materials needed 
are generally easily obtained, simple and pose no real security threat; (d) the prison’s physical structure and dark 
grey environment is concerned with containment, not inspiration, and devoid of any enlightening sensory or 
sensual visual stimuli so that a serving prisoner will rely on secondary sources (memory, books, and magazines) for 
starting points; (e) the prison population reflects the larger society outside - it is conservative, it is against show, 
flamboyance, attention seeking and anything that smacks of self-aggrandisement; (f ) and finally, no prisoner, even 
if he paints abstracts or publishes poetry (and there are prisoners who do both) would ever view himself as a true 
artist with a capital “A”. A true artist, someone who supports himself by his art, is seen as different by prisoners from 
what they are, even though they might be making art.        

That said, some of the work produced has been excellent, even brilliant, and at the very core of all this work is a 
craftsmanship that is recognised and encouraged by those inside and those outside.

In this environment your artistic skill is judged on your craft, not on your artistic interpretation.

But it is art. It has the power to move the viewer and to gradually and positively change the artist. This power to 
affect positive change gives the process of art from prison an added quality, and viewed in the Troubles’ time frame
gives the work an added dimension. 

 When a person comes into prison they invariably meet the one person they didn’t expect to meet;   
 themselves.The core of the prison experience, the experience of prison, for the prisoner, is incarceration; being
 locked up, being confined, not being able to do what you want, not being able to see who you want to see.  
 Confinement, control, has all sorts of effects: it provokes anxiety, rage, claustrophobia, and so on. It also has  
 the unexpected (but, I think, entirely intentional) effect of turning the psyche in on itself. [Carlo Gébler2]



To understand Carlo Gébler’s idea one simply has to look at human beings and how human beings behave. When 
we are in prison we, as a species, need to do something. That something can be physical, mental or sometimes 
spiritual; sometimes, because of the nature of the confinement, it can be hybrid versions or combinations of all 
three.

When we find that thing to occupy us, we at first play within its parameters; we doodle until we get accustomed to 
the rules of engagement. Once a way of working/occupying ourselves within this pastime is managed, we explore
further. In this way we enter the rudimentary stages of learning – trial and error. This activity moves us into the 
seeking of advice or, because we are in an artificially created community, our endeavours within the activity are 
observed and commented upon. Advice/criticism is given.

These activities, be they art or craft, have the great virtue for the prisoner of passing the time, and are also a 
conduit back into education for a majority of prisoners whose first experience of education was usually not 
successful and not happy. In Northern Ireland we are very fortunate to have a good prison education system. Yes, 
there’s not enough of it for everyone, but that’s a funding issue that ignores change over security, and our
half-loaf is better than no loaf. 

Prisons, typically, are collections of individuals who rub or do not rub along. Northern Ireland’s prisons are different 
because, besides the Ordinary Decent Criminals we’ve also had tens of thousands of prisoners whose identity,
whatever the state said, was political. They saw themselves as part of a struggle against the state and this 
has meant that when they were inside, whether in Belfast Prison, the Victorian fortress on the Crumlin Road, 
the compounds of Long Kesh, the celluar prison, HMP Maze or the separated houses, Bush and Roe in HMP 
Maghaberry today, these prisoners have always believed they shared a single identity with other like-minded 
prisoners incarcerated with them.

The regimentation within these single identity groups has meant that the individuals within the groups were 
encouraged to keep busy, for themselves and for “the cause”.  

Craftsmanship with a draughtsman-like quality produced art and craft sometimes in a factory like process. A major 
difference from a normal factory being that the individual “finisher” placed his or her creative mark on the product
instead of having an imposed exactness in the finished product.

This again was a way in which individual skills were realised and perfected, leading to the production of totally 
individual pieces – art and craft in which the evidence of individual ideas and different sources of inspiration were 
seen.

The prison factory pieces were “prison issue”, that was their raison d’etre. They were sold, with proceeds going to 
charities for the prisoners’ wives and families, as well as being symbols of the continuation of the struggle
from within the cages.

Viewed by an outsider, these pieces all had their power, at the heart of which was a proud sadness; proud because 
of the notions of resilience and industry required to make them and sadness about the conditions that this
collective craftsmanship needed to flourish. No hardware store equipment was bought, no art/craft shop kits used 
in their manufacture. The very tools were made and then progressively developed as the craftwork required a finer 
quality of tools for the more intricate work.

Carving was achieved using a toothbrush handle as a shaft, with a pencil sharpener blade set into it. Intricate soap 
carving was created using a pin. Cutters were made using a wooden coat-hanger cut in two, hinged at the top and 
with two pencil sharper blades embedded into “handles”. Sanders were constructed by gouging out the shape of 
an upside down floor polisher in a table so that the floor polisher could be upturned, placed in the mount and the 
sandpaper stuck to the polishing disc to provide the finish needed. And the finishes: no paint, stains or varnishes
were allowed – they were inflammable, so stains were experimentally obtained using teabags, colours from food 
(not bottles of food colouring), dirt if it could be obtained, and, quite literally, elbow grease.     

Two dimensional art also flourished under similar constraints. Drawings were executed in pencil, non oil based 
crayons, chalks scrounged from education sessions and limited watercolours and gouaches. Paper and the other 
materials were obtained by enrolling in art classes; taking an O Level or an A Level in Art meant that paper could 
sometimes be obtained. Size was also determined by circumstances. A4 size was consistent with the size of the 



material available and limited perspective found in the cells. The only boards that were available were the prison 
notice boards in each cell so card was treasured. Under these conditions, ingenuity flourished.

Peculiar to this setting was the development of Perspex as a medium. As a security measure, glass for framing the 
finished work was not allowed, but Perspex was, in small sizes of about A4. This was used to paint on. The artist
painted his piece backwards – by constantly turning his “canvas” around he could see his painting taking shape, 
with the background being the last addition to the work. This technique was largely employed with calligraphic-
based pieces, but on many occasions artists laboriously applied this technique to incredibly detailed pieces.

The development of art in the prison context was largely the preserve of education departments, but as this 
pastime proliferated books, ideas, magazines, materials and advice came from right across the board – prison
officers to chaplains encouraged wherever they saw endeavour.

Right from Belfast Prison days before the compounds of Long Kesh, the development of art was dictated by the 
syllabus through the art history and art styles taught on the teaching programmes and the individually-preferred
styles of the art teachers that taught those programmes.

Art teaching and art development was supplemented by the addition of professional artists who may have been 
invited in by those art teachers. This continued on into cellular HMP Maze with many prisoners completing their 
high school qualifications in art courses. 

The move to qualification was a subtle shifting of attitude by groups who refused to engage with the prison 
regime, but qualifications were recognised as the way to authenticate the technical ability of individuals and, by 
association, the collective craftsmanship of the groups.

This shift contributed to the Probation Board of Northern Ireland, whose Probation Officers were considered to 
be welfare officers (rehabilitation was for criminals and not political prisoners), introducing Artist-in Residence 
Schemes – professional artists employed in a range of disciplines and art forms to work with prisoners.   

Brian Rodgers, the PBNI Area Manager for HMP Maze was instrumental in this regard, whilst at a higher level Brian 
Lyttle, the Secretary to the Board of PBNI, initiated talks with the Arts Council of Northern Ireland, the Community 
Relations Council, the Prison Service of Northern Ireland (as it was known then and which had employed a Drama
Specialist for Northern Irish prisons through their Prison Education and Training Branch in 1992, signalling a 
seismic shift in attitudes) and representatives of the Community Arts Forum with the idea of formally constituting 
an independent body. It needed to be independent so that it could freely engage with all groups and individuals 
serving custodial sentences in the prisons of Northern Ireland, in all manner of art forms allowable by security 
constraints.

In November 1996, the Prison Arts Foundation was formally constituted as a registered charitable trust with 
patrons from across the spectrum of arts and forms of imprisonment: Helen Lewis, Choreographer and Dancer –
Auschwitz; Brian Keenan, Teacher and Writer – Middle East hostage; and Jimmy Boyle, Painter and Sculptor – 
former prisoner from HMP Barlinnie, Scotland.

The Prison Arts Foundation took over the running and development of promoting arts in prison through 
professional artist residencies in those early days in the visual arts, drama, writing and music disciplines. The
independence of PAF allowed the possibility of engagement through art forms at every level and from individuals 
to groups. PAF also brought another level to prison art – exhibition.

We have considered that the earliest stages of prison art is “doodling” – the play that equates to a pastime: prison 
diaries, finding the 3rd and 4th chord on the guitar, line drawing, the moulding of bread roses. The second level is
the “drama” stage – where the prisoner wants to get better at what they are starting to enjoy. This is the start of a 
learning process, the conduit to an education department of a prison which has an empathy with specialist adult
education in difficult surroundings. This involves communication with a variety of people at different levels and a 
change from literacy levels of up to tabloid newspaper standard, to having confidence to visit the prison library. 

The third level is the “exhibition” stage – this is where the prisoner produces something, shows and stands 
alongside it with the confidence to ask “what do you think?” This third level needs critical awareness, the language 
and the understanding for the answer to this question.



This exhibition stage also allows a prisoner’s family and friends, who are generally the recipients of the finished 
pieces, to see the work not as just a jail pastime but as the development of real lifetime skills.

These stages and this brief history are important to understanding prison art, its development through the 
Troubles, for groups and individuals, and its contribution to change. Consider some specific examples of those
involved in developing their skills – their art, within specific groupings. These individual changes are indicators of 
the change in thinking of the separate groups.     

NMcH started his prison art at doodling stage and within his particular group became the head artisan in the 
design and painting of murals, wonderful examples of Jim Fitzpatrick3 style Celtic Art, the retelling of an identities
history using this epic warrior-art. He was very much a part of his group’s prison art and craft industry, but 
developed his own individual finishes to the products. He engaged with art education to improve – the history, the
styles, the discussions and better materials. There were subtle changes in his style as he progressed. What the 
Warder Saw, is gouache on Perspex, 2 x A4 pages joined lengthwise to represent the observation hatch in a cell 
door. It contains iconic figures of world struggles painted in the whorls of excrement on the walls of a blanketman’s 
cell. It has his idea of the original blanketman, Geromino in the cell and through the cell bars the ultimate symbol 
of freedom, the rearing white horse against a starry night. This is a brilliantly detailed piece that is painted back-
to-front in the style. His concept, design and artistic skill are excellent. The years continue to fly by and, in 1997, he 
produced (Towards) Peace for exhibition.

What theWarder Saw, NMcH



This exhibition was instigated by PAF, which had secured funding for visual arts bursaries from the Community 
Relations Council. These bursaries provided £40 towards materials. Bursaries were open to all prisoners and each 
prisoner had to apply with a referee from within the prison about the work they had done so far. It was curated 
by Amanda Dunsmore4, a professional artist with experience in curating. She interviewed each applicant and 
discussed with them their interpretation of the theme and how they would accomplish it.

The theme of the exhibtion was Peace. Fifty-four artists from prison exhibited. It was opened in Enniskillen by Brian 
Keenan under the title, Art Works! The exhibition toured the North and two places in the South. No signatures were 
used on the paintings because some prisoners were worried that adverse publicity would be counter-productive. 
Amanda devised a way of making the lack of signature a feature by photographing a hand of each artist and 
placing the photograph alongside the work. This had incredible power; it was personal yet still anonymous.

NMcH’s contribution won the exhibition. It was entitled (towards) Peace. It’s a gouache on Perspex (again painted back-
to-front), roughly A4 in size and depicts bloody footsteps in a snowy back entry around a pool of blood in the shape of 
Northern Ireland. This is art – the year, the theme, the thought process, the entering of a competitive exhibition with 
such a title as well as the quality of the detail – all show a change in him and in the rigid control of his group.

(Towards) Peace, NMcH



Playing Music,WC

Towards the close of the Maze, NMcH was tackling more country-based pursuits and winning awards. One design, 
tying of seven fully dressed salmon flies, all with names of major players within the 1798 Rebellion, was created 
with another artist from a completely different grouping, both of whom were working with art as the common 
language under the guidance of artist-in-residence, Michael Patterson5, an expert in Folkloric arts.

WC: a city boy, Belfast City, came from the final stages of compound Long Kesh/HMP Maze and went into cellular 
Maze where the space needed to be claimed, through mural art. He started his art education early within the
education department and quickly picked up a reputation for quality visual representation. You knew what you 
were looking at immediately, it was recognizable and ultrarealistic. Playing Music is A1 size, non oil based crayon on 
sugar paper.

It is simply a beautifully executed visual representation of WC, himself looking down onto what he can see while 
playing guitar in his cell with a fellow prisoner. His use of light is expertly rendered; no interpretation needed. WC 
went on to exhibit in the Koestler Awards6, a UK-wide prison art competition (this form of exhibition opportunity is 
not an ideologically available option to all groupings). He entered work on several occasions and won awards.
WC is still painting (prints of his portrayal of the iconic George Best juxtaposed over Samson and Goliath, the 
Harland and Wolf cranes, can be seen around Belfast and further afield). He is continuing to exhibit and sell
his work.

There are many more people who have produced art from prison. Some of these people still produce art and 
attempt to make sense of their experiences using creative expression. 

The opening quote mentions William Hogarth (1697 – 1764), – a British morality painter and engraver. It is 
significant that it is mentioned in the context of this essay because, within the incredible amount of work produced 
from prisons that I have seen since 1981 this quote holds true, up to a point. If we look at the late work of prison 
artists – (towards) Peace for example, is a departure from his normal work but it can be argued that NMcH was 



responding to a theme-based competition. His other works capture the place (prison) and toy with notions of 
freedom and “out there”, through symbolism.

Other works from within the ideological groupings have commented and made visual statements on the present 
as they saw and experienced it; but this acknowledgement is connected to the depressing ennui of prison;
prison as a reality and as a concept – the art reflects the desire to leave it.

It is also correct to say from the perspective of PAF artists-in-residence currently engaged within the prisons that 
the majority of the work that comes from individual prisoners is “escapist” art not “prison” art. Our prisons are a 
microcosm of the wider society – why shouldn’t this notion hold true?

Prison Arts Foundation, in conjunction with HMP Maghaberry and with funding from the Arts Council of Northern 
Ireland, has a gallery inside the visits area of the prison. This gallery – The Inside Gallery – changes it’s exhibitions
four times per year and is curated by Ciara O’Malley7.

There are about 45 large pieces of visual art produced from amongst the 800 prisoners here. This gallery has 
viewing figures of almost 4,000 visitors a month, which would be the envy of any other gallery anywhere else in 
the world. Northern Ireland prisoners currently submit over 50 pieces of visual art regularly to exhibitions such as 
Koestler Awards.

It is quite usual to have awards and commendations numbering into the double figures each year from over 5,000 
national entries – invariably those that don’t get an award or commendation are sold.

These are staggering figures. These figures have come from the changes that have happened in this field within 
our prisons. PAF continues to “normalise” this creative way to engage within the context of prison, teaching new 
skills and pushing those skills towards excellence. To the Prison Arts Foundation, art is a medium for change; prison 
is just a venue.

Mike Moloney



End notes

1  Michael Diamond is a former prisoner who
 maps his own change through involvement
 with Maghaberry Theatre Company, and who
 developed four plays from adaptations of existing
 scripts and scripts developed from improvisation.
 Michael was Writer-in-Residence for PAF in 2003
 at Hydebank YOC. He continues to write plays
 and songs. He recently produced an album of his
 own songs engineered by Tom Newman,
 producer of Mike Oldfield’s Tubular Bells.

2  Carlo Gébler is a writer and broadcaster who is
 the current Writer-in-Residence for PAF in HMP
 Maghaberry. Carlo has worked in all the prisons
 of Northern Ireland including cellular HMP Maze.

3  Jim Fitzpatrick is one of the most celebrated
 and internationally known Irish artists of his
 generation. His ornate, colourful and intensely
 decorative Celtic Art is now so well-known and
 unique that it is instantly recognisable.

4  Amanda Dunsmore is a visual artist based in
 Ireland. Her subject matter is drawn from a
 contemporary social context. Amanda works in
 video, sound, photography and installation.
 Recently completed were the rural based Mr. & Mrs.  
 Krab’s Utopia and the German presentation
 of Striker’s. Her historical context projects reflect
 on diverse acts of preservation and include the
 Keeper project and The Plan project. In September
 2008 the public sound work Shh, Shh, Shh took
 place in Linz, Austria. Amanda is a lecturer
 in Sculpture and Combined Media at the Limerick
 School Art & Design, LIT, Ireland.       

5 Michael Patterson has been teaching Fly-Tying
 and Fly-Fishing for the past 15 years and has
 assembled a team of guides fully conversant
 with all types of angling available in Northern

 Ireland. He is currently Artist-in Residence
 (Folkloric Studies)

6  Koestler Awards are the UK’s best-known prison
 arts charity. They award, exhibit and sell artworks
 by offenders, detainees and high security patients.
 Their aims are:
 - to help offenders lead more positive
 lives by motivating them to participate
 in the arts;
 - to demonstrate the power of arts activity in the
 criminal justice system.

7  Ciara O’Malley is a multi-media installation artist
 living in Belfast and working freelance in both the
 North and South of Ireland.
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